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Astrological Occupation Analysis

   Heinrich, the astrological significance of your individual constellation can
give you important advice and tips, especially with respect to the future
of your career and your professional success. If you are prepared to deal
with the statements of the astrological career analysis in an unbiased and
unprejudiced manner, you will be able to obtain valuable knowledge and
insights that can have a decisive influence on your further professional
advancement.

   Judgments and opinions from society in general are less important in
the selection of a career that is suitable and appropriate to your
character: rather, your personal aptitude and ability to perform a certain
activity well and gratifyingly are in the foreground. For this reason don't
let the interference and influence of those around you dissuade you from
your own true ideas. It has too often been the case that a wrong and
inappropriate career choice has had long-term consequences that reach
far beyond the actual sphere of activity. Inner dissatisfaction,
psychosomatic illness, and profound disruption of your inner life may be
the consequences if you decide, against your inner convictions and your
true nature, upon a career which does not correspond to your abilities
and capabilities.

   But if you decide to pursue an occupation that corresponds to your
nature and your strengths and gifts, with respect to your career you will
be able to achieve results and successes of which you earlier could only
have dreamed. Astrological vocational analysis enables you to live up to
your true destiny; in this way you will not only pursue a particular
career, you will meet your real calling.

   Such significant writers and poets as Maxim Gorky, Charles Baudelaire,
Nikolai Gogol, Wilhelm Busch, Hans Christian Andersen, and Emile Zola
were born under your sign of the Zodiac. Their words, which were
original and trailblazing, have lost none of their meaning to this day.

   The versatility and the artistic abilities of Aries are underscored by
such different personalities as Joseph Haydn, Johann Sebastian Bach,
Vincent van Gogh, and Francisco de Goya. Heinrich, the most radiant and
famous example may be Leonardo da Vinci, who made history with his
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pioneering inventions and developments and who was exceptional in the
artistic realm.

   In the field of politics and philosophy Ferdinand Lassalle, Charlemagne,
Otto von Bismarck, and René Descartes may be mentioned. They are
examples of the determination and the persistence of Aries. Finally, it
should not go unnoticed that an actor as impressive as Charles Chaplin
can be associated with this constellation. His extraordinary creativity
demonstrates the outstanding feats of which Aries is capable.
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General Characterization
   You feel very comfortable in a work environment that meets your
deep wish for common ground, agreement, and balance. Because you are
anything but a selfish and high-handed dare-devil, you place great value
on harmonious and beneficial cooperation with those around you.
Consequently, in your career activity in principle only those goals and
plans are desirable that properly take into consideration the needs and
interests of everyone involved.

   Heinrich, your intuition and your strong empathy enable you to devote
appropriate time and attention to the needs of those around you in order
to give them the necessary support and assistance. Conversely, you are
also to a great degree dependent on the safety and security that a
community of like-minded people can impart.

   Because of your nature, you carry out the tasks given to you with a
sense of responsibility, consideration, and care. Your careful and
conscientious behavior as a rule simultaneously protects you from
superficial, unconsidered, and unpredictable action, for you by no means
strive for short-term and spectacular results. Instead, you are only
interested in results that will endure in the long run.

   As a result, you make it a rule to avoid risks that could seriously
endanger what has already been achieved. Changes for their own sake are
utterly senseless in your eyes; for you, security and preservation of the
necessary basis are always in the foreground. On the other hand, this
does not mean that you would set yourself stubbornly and doggedly
against development and improvement of the existing situation. Rather,
your inventiveness and your creative strengths often ensure that you
make unusual and surprising suggestions, which you actually had not been
thought capable of, because of your rather reserved behavior.

Suitable Occupations and Fields of Activity

   In view of your emotional and empathetic nature you will be able to
fully develop your inherent abilities especially in raising children. Whether
you pursue this type of occupation in a kindergarten or in a school is of
secondary importance: what is decisive is rather that you have an
excellent understanding of how to accommodate the wishes and needs of
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the children in your care without neglecting to impart the necessary
knowledge.

   Heinrich, as a nurse or care-giver you will be able to provide valuable
help and support to your patients because you take the jobs assigned to
you very earnestly and are only satisfied when you have achieved an
improvement in the state of affairs. Over and beyond the activities that
are typical in this field you devote yourself with commitment and
empathy to the ailing: you give them courage and a psychological boost,
and in this way, new hope and vigor.

   Your thoroughness, your endurance, and your precision make you
suited for the profession of precision engineer, for you have the ability to
involve yourself intensively with a limited field of tasks and in the process
give consideration to all the details and fine points. You have the inner
calm and composure necessary in order to do justice to this demanding
profession. And you are by nature a person who works conscientiously
and carefully and one who takes the time to make a really good and
polished product.

   If you choose this vocational field you set about probing the financial
situation or the economic potential of a business or a specific department
with meticulousness and care. Heinrich, you perform the necessary cost
calculations and place these in relation to their usefulness in business
management. You endeavor to arrange the individual work routines as
efficiently as possible; at the same time you are aware that savings at
the expense of quality make little sense.

   In the context of an occupation as a criminologist you will be able to
achieve particular success because you become thoroughly acquainted with
the incident in question and also give the necessary attention to
seemingly insignificant peripheral matters. Your persistence, stubbornness,
and your powers of deduction enable you to recognize the real
interrelations and motives in order to convict those truly responsible.
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Incidentally, you are aware of the fact that in this field it is not so much
a matter of spectacular actions and sensational searches; rather, it is a
matter of patiently, carefully, and painstakingly assembling the individual
pieces of a mosaic to obtain a consonant overall picture.

Famous People
   Such important poets and writers as Friedrich Hölderlin, Henrik Ibsen,
Joseph von Eichendorff, Wilhelm Grimm, Friedrich August Hebbel, and
Victor Hugo document the ability of Pisces to combine intellectual
capabilities with sensitivity and empathy in an impressive manner.

   It is thus certainly no accident that such outstanding composers as
Frederic Chopin, Maurice Ravel, George Frederic H Del, and Gioacchino
Rossini, who with their extraordinary musical works exercised great
influence far beyond their own eras, were born under this sign of the
Zodiac.

   Such reformers and humanists as Friedrich von Bodelschwingh,
Johannes Reuchlin, Jakob Fugger, and David Livingstone embody the social
commitment and the sense of justice of this constellation.

   Natives of this sign of the Zodiac can also achieve unusual results in
the scientific and technical sphere: famous personalities such as Otto
Hahn, Rudolf Diesel, Gottlieb Daimler, Paul Ehrlich, and Heinrich Hertz
made discoveries and developments that introduced important
advancements. Heinrich, the outstanding researcher in this field was
without doubt the genius Albert Einstein.
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